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ABSTRACT 

This paper established a theory framework of the correlation between consumers’ web information search and related 

products’ sales. Taking the Chinese customers’ search behavior using Baidu search engine and the search data left during 

the decision-making process, this paper built up and filtered a search keyword thesaurus with high correlation of 

automobile sales and leading time difference. Then a brand automobile monthly sales prediction model was set up based 

on BP Neutral Network. On this basis, this paper took a specific automobile model for example and predicted its monthly 

sales for a month. The predicted results showed that the absolute average percentage error was 5.6%, which was 0.5% 

lower than the MAPE model by improved principal component analysis, and the prediction accuracy was improved. The 

validity and rationality of the model were verified. This paper provides a new idea for product sales forecasting of 

automobile enterprises, and also can be used as a reference for other industries. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

There have been abundant research results on market demand predictions and some traditional prediction methods have 

been gradually improved and perfected after being put forward one after another. In general, current prediction methods 

are separated into two kinds: qualitative prediction methods and quantitative prediction methods1-3. Qualitative prediction 

methods include empirical judgment method, expert judgements method (Delphi method), subjective probability method, 

et al. And there are more types of quantitative prediction methods, mainly including classic econometric model method 

and methods using intelligent algorithms rising in recent years such as ANN (Artificial Neural Networks) prediction 

method, SVM (Support Vector Machine) prediction model4-5. 

In 1985, Rumelhart et al. developed a EBP (Error Back Propagation, in short BP) algorithm, which solved the 

calculation issue of the connection weight between multi-layer connectors and greatly improved the availability of 
Neutral Network model6. In practical applications, 80%-90% artificial neural network models are the variation forms 

based on the core idea of BP Neutral Network. The training process of BP Neutral Network is the process of 

continuously adjusting the connection weight between neurons based on sample set, in which, the learning is trained with 

a teacher and the sample set is composed by vector pairs in the form of (input vector, ideal output vector). All the vector 

pairs should be the actual operation results of the system to be simulated in the internet. And they can be collected by real 

operation system7. 

2. BP NEUTRAL NETWORK MODEL 

2.1. BP neutral network structure 

BP Neutral Network usually contains at least three layers: input layer, hidden layer, and output layer as shown in Figure 
1. Each layer consists of a certain number of neurons, which is the smallest information processing unit. Input layer 

provides information from the outside and passes the information to the middle layer through neurons. The information is 

processed in this layer. The structure of the middle layer can be increased or decreased according to the operation 

requirements, at least one layer. Processed information will be transferred to the output layer. The whole information 

transmission process is called forward propagation. When the error between actual output and expected output does not 

satisfy the requirements, neutral network will proceed error back propagation based on the error gradient descent training 
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method, adjusting the connection weights between neurons layer by layer till the input layer. This is the learning method 

of neutral network: by information flowing forward and backward repeatedly until the error meets the requirements or 

the cycle reaches the maximum learning times8-9. 

 

Figure 1. BP Neutral Network model structure. 

2.2. BP neutral network algorithm 

The main learning steps of the BP Neutral Network algorithm are10: 

(1) Network initialization 

We suppose the node numbers of each layer are n, l, m. The weight from input layer to hidden layer is wij, while the 

weight from hidden layer to output layer is wjk. The bias between input layer and hidden layer is aj, while the bias 

between hidden layer and output layer is bk. Learning rate is η. Error function is set as e, as well as operation error ε and 

cycle upper limit M. The initial value of the connection weight of neurons is set between (-1, 1). 

Excitation function g(x) takes the Sigmoid function in the form of  
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(3) Output information from output layer  
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(4) Error calculation 

Error equation is  
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where Yk is the expected output; Ok is the actual output; the error between them is 

Partial derivative is calculated by 
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where i=1,2…n, j=1,2…l, k=1,2…m. 
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(5) Weight update 

The update equation for weight is  
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(6) Bias update 

The update equation for bias is  
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The bias from hidden layer to output layer is improved by     
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So the update equation for bias is 
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3. SAMPLE DATA SELECTION 

3.1. Automobile sales data selection 

Automobile sales data used in the paper comes from the statistical zone of China Association of Automobile 

Manufacturer (http://www.caam.org.cn/). The 36 months’ monthly sales data from Jan. 2018 to Dec. 2020 of Langyi 
model of SAIC VOLKSWAGEN was selected for model prediction analysis and afterwards tests as shown in Table 1. 

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, automobile sales during Feb. 2020 and Mar. 2020 have been affected and decreased 

suddenly. Therefore, instead of the actual sales of the two months, the expected actual sales have been calculated by 

quadratic exponential smoothing method, which are 34858 and 35678 respectively, taking these replacements data for 

neural network training11. 

Table 1. Langyi model’s automobile monthly sales during 2018-2020 (unit: vehicle). 

Year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. 

2018 44202 25460 38914 30449 40570 41653 

2019 58537 33900 49039 36112 35517 33817 

2020 35898 34858 35678 35505 36317 34907 

Year Jul. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

2018 33484 38946 44579 43974 46241 40320 

2019 35629 31882 48226 40322 51567 62644 

2020 35925 45549 39595 40984 48278 36369 
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3.2. Keyword selection 

According to Baidu’s investigation and research report on netizens, consumers will use search engine for related products’ 

information after they get the intention of buying an automobile and the most commonly used search keyword is the title 

of the model. Besides, consumer’s focuses are mainly on brand, manufacturer, price, performance and other 

information12. This paper takes factors like China’s automobile consumption environment, usage environment and 
consumer’s recognition on automobile products, and expands the keywords by Group discussion method and Baidu 

searching index recommendation on the basis of the above-mentioned keyword categories. Part of the selected initial 

keywords is shown in Table 2. 

The historical search data towards the keyword in the initial keyword thesaurus is collected but the keywords with data 

losing and not included in the thesaurus are eliminated. The Cross Correlation function of SPSS software is used for 

keywords Baidu index and Langyi monthly sales data for correlation test and time difference correlation analysis. To 

enhance the quality of the research data and simplify the model complexity, keywords with the correlation coefficient 

less than 0.5 are eliminated. Thirteen keywords are reserved for afterwards model training as shown in Table 3. 

The results of correlation analysis and time difference analysis have verified the previous idea that most of the keywords 

are ahead of the sales index in correlation analysis, only part of the keywords fall behind the sales index. Besides, search 

data of the internet keywords not only positively but also negatively relates with automobile’s monthly sales. That is to 

say, with the increase of the internet keywords with positive correlation, the afterwards sales will increase 

correspondingly, so as the keywords with negative correlation. 

4. MODEL STRUCTURE AND PREDICTION RESULT ANALYSIS 

4.1. BP neutral network structure 

BP Neutral Network has three layers, with 13 input layer nodes, 1 output layer node. Based on empirical formula f = 

1.5mn (f is the node number of hidden layer, n and m are the numbers of input neurons and output neurons). The nodes 

in hidden layer are preliminarily set as 5. By using Trial and Error Method, different numbers of nodes in hidden layer 

have been reset for network training. And the results show that 10 nodes in hidden layer are the best. Node transfer 

function uses the tangent sigmoid transfer function tansi, logarithmic sigmoid transfer function losi and linear transfer 

function purelin. Training function uses Momentum Back Propagation and dynamic adaptive learning rate on integrated 

stochastic gradient descent BP algorithm trainlm. And the BP neutral network is shown in Figure 2. 

Table 2. Part of the selected initial keywords. 

Perspective Category Initial keywords 

In micro level 

Automobile model 
Langyi, Langyi model of SAIC VOLKSWAGEN, New Langyi, Langyi 

1.6l, Langyi 1.4t, New model of Langyi 

Automobile brand/ 

manufacturer 

VOLKSWAGEN Automobile, SAIC VOLKSWAGEN, Shanghai 

VOLKSWAGEN, SAIC VOLKSWAGEN Automotive Ltd. Co. 

Price and description 

Langyi price, How about Langyi, Langyi pictures, Langyi configuration, 

Langyi performance, Langyi quality, Which car to choose with 120 

thousand yuan 

Competing models Xuanyi, Suteng, Yinglang, Baolai, Langxing, Family car, Compact car 

Automobile website Autohome, xcar, pcauto, yiche, official website of SAIC VOLKSWAGEN 

Sales and services 
VOLKSWAGEN 4S shop, VOLKSWAGEN automobile’s after-sales 

service, automobile maintenance, automobile repair, autocare service 

Others’ evaluation Langyi forum, Langyi Bar, Langyi car club, ifxtx forum 

In macro level Macro influencing factors 
Tax on automobile purchase, gasoline price, automobile licensing, automobile 

loan, automobile policy, preferential policies for automobile purchase 
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Table 3. Keywords’ correlation coefficient and leading order. 

Keywords Correlation coefficient Leading order 

VOLKSWAGEN Langyi 0.623 1 

Langyi 1.4t 0.534 9 

Langyi 0.557 6 

Langyi price -0.537 4 

How about Langyi 0.504 1 

Which car to choose with 150 thousand yuan 0.555 1 

VOLKSWAGEN 4S shop 0.507 5 

Autohome 0.598 4 

xcar 0.532 7 

yiche 0.521 10 

Tax on automobile purchase 0.588 2 

Xuanyi -0.527 0 

Suteng -0.521 8 

 

Figure 2. BP Neutral Network structure. 

4.2. Prediction result analysis 

The monthly search data of each of the 13 selected keywords is dislocated and aligned with monthly sales data according 

to the time difference. Sales data from Jan. 2018 to Sept. 2020 is aligned with 33 months’ keywords sales data, both 

taken as the training data and input into Matlab. In the 5th training, the set error range is reached out as shown in Figure 
3. And the total training results are shown in Figure 4, in which the curves show the actual sales, square point means the 

neural network fitting value and the network training error is small.  

 

Figure 3. Training process and error performance curve. 
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Figure 4. Comparison between sample and network output.  

By inputting 13 keywords and the corresponding internet search data between Oct. 2020 and Dec. 2020, the predicted 
sales for the three months using already trained neutral network are shown in Table 4. And the error analysis shows that 

the absolute mean error of sales is 5.6% using this model predicting 3 months’ sales. And the prediction subject is 

specific model, which means the research is valuable in practical application. One more thing should be pointed out is 

that the timeliness of the prediction model depends on the number of leading periods of network keywords to actual sales 

and due to the keywords’ minimum leading period is 1, so the model’s prediction leading time is one month. 

Absolute Percent Error (APE) and Mean Absolute Percent Error (MAPE) are the average values of absolute error, which 

can reflect the real situation of the predicted errors. MAPE shows the model’s prediction accuracy. The smaller of the 

MAPE, the higher the prediction accuracy. The definitions are 

APE = |
�̂�𝑡−𝑥𝑡

𝑥𝑡
|                                 (11) 
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1
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Table 4. Prediction result and error analysis. 

 
Month 

MAPE 
Oct. 2020 Nov. 2020 Dec. 2020 

Actual sales 40984 48278 36369 
 

Predicted sales 41935 47515 38121 

APE 8.3% 4.2% 4.2% 5.6% 

4.3. Model improvement based on principal components analysis 

The 13 selected keywords have linear or non-linear relations with each other, which interferes the model’s training and 

prediction process with the repeated information. Therefore, by principal components analysis, collinearity indices are 

synthesized by transferring multiple indices into a few comprehensive indices with more information and stronger 

interpretation ability to simplify the model and improve the prediction accuracy. 

The factors affecting the automobile sales are calculated by SPSS and analyzed by principal components analysis method. 

After the analysis of the original internet search data, two principal components have the characteristic roots bigger than 

1. And as to the default settings of SPSS, the first two main components’ accumulative variance contribution exceeds 

73%, which can explain the information contained in the original data. And the other components containing little 

information have been abandoned.  

On the basis of the above-mentioned BP Neutral Network prediction model, this paper further conducts the principal 

components analysis on the keyword search indices affecting automobile sales to eliminate the collinearity between 

different search indices. Taking the selected two main components as the new network input, the input layer nodes are 

modified to 2. Based on empirical formula and comparative analysis, hidden layer nodes are modified to 2 and other 

structure and key parameters are kept still. The improved neutral network is shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Improved neural network diagram. 

Then the reinput data of the model is trained, and the results show that with less data dimension, the structure of the 

model is simpler and the efficiency of the training is improved. The data fitting effect can be found in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6. Improved fitting effect. 

The comparison of the prediction values from the improved model and the actual values is shown in Table 5. In the table, 

we can see that the MAPE decreases by 0.5% and the prediction accuracy is increased after the principal component 

analysis on the keyword internet search data. 

Table 5. The prediction results of the principal component analysis on BP neutral network. 

 
Month 

MAPE 
Oct. 2020 Nov. 2020 Dec. 2020 

Real sales 40984 48278 36369 
 

Predicted sales 41531 47520 36132 

APE 7.3% 4.2% 3.9% 5.1% 

5. CONCLUSION 

This paper establishes a web search key Thesaurus on the characteristics of automobile products, which can effectively 

help in selecting web search data for prediction and analysis. By the correlation analysis and time difference analysis on 

keyword web search amount and the actual sales, the paper certifies that there is a strong correlation and leading time 

difference between part of the web search data and the actual automobile sales. And this indeed shows the value of the 

web search data. The paper trains the 33 months’ keyword search data and automobile sale data by the BP Neutral 

Network based automobile sales model, and the trained model is used to predict the afterwards three months’ automobile 

sales. The prediction results show that the absolute mean percentage error is 5.6%, the model’s MAPE decreases by 0.5%, 

and the prediction accuracy is improved. With the good model-fitting degree and prediction accuracy, the effectiveness 

and rationality of the model is certified. 
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